
MINUTES 

 
Minutes for Treasure Valuation Committee Meeting – 20

th
 March 2019 

 

The meeting was held in the Hartwell Room at the British Museum on March, 20th at c. 11:15am.  
 

 

Present: 

 

Committee  British Museum DCMS  Apologies 
Hetty Gleave (Chair) Ayla Karaman  Paul Maley Colin Renfrew 

Harry Bain  Amy Marsh  Penny Rafter 

Roger Bland  Mafalda Raposo (Sec.) 

Gaily Boyle  Ian Richardson 

Jim Brown  Michael Lewis 

Marian Campbell 

Chris Martin 

 

Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of 23
rd 

January 2019 – The minutes were passed as a true record 

of the meeting. 

 

Item 2: OBJECTS 

 

Bronze Age 

 

1. 2012 T335 Bronze Age hoard (2) from Colyton, Devon (DEV-0D2AA0) 

The provisional valuer suggested £30-50. The finder and landowner waived their reward prior to 

the meeting, and the Royal Albert Memorial Museum will acquire. 

 

2. 2014 T787 Bronze Age sword fragments from Awliscombe, Devon (DEV-F0ED0B) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50-70. The Committee inspected the sword fragments in light of 

this and, in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £60. Royal Albert Memorial 

Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

3. 2017 T234 Bronze Age gold penannular ring fragment from Preshute, Wiltshire (BERK-

E2ED60) 
The provisional valuer suggested £100-150. The Committee viewed the ring fragment in light of 

this and felt that the ring’s fragmentary state meant that the lower end of the valuer’s suggested 

range was the most accurate assessment of its worth. The Committee recommended £100. 

Wiltshire Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

4. 2017 T1044 Bronze Age gold sheet from Shrewton, Wiltshire (WILT-AC636C) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100-150. The Committee examined the item in light of this, 

finding it less attractive than the valuer seemed to suggest in providing a parallel to a damaged 

Bronze Age pendant. The Committee recommended £80. Salisbury Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

5. 2017 T810 Bronze Age gold penannular ring from Westward, Cumbria (LANCUM-

C2543F) 

The provisional valuer suggested £450-500. The Committee inspected the ring in light of this. It 

noted, as had the valuer, that the ring was likely to be made of solid gold, rather than gold-plated 

copper-alloy. This contributed to a pleasing substance in the ring. The Committee also agreed with 

the valuer’s assessment that the tiger-striping effect seen on some rings of this type, but absent 

here, would have boosted its appeal further. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 

Committee recommended £480.Tullie House Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Roman 

 

6. 15.28 Roman hack silver fragments (2) from Wenvoe Community, Vale of Glamorgan  

The provisional valuer suggested £40-60. The finder and landowner waived their rewards and 

donated the pieces to the National Museum of Wales. 



7. 2018 T353 Late Roman to Early Medieval silver-gilt zoomorphic object from 

Brantingham, East Riding of Yorkshire (YORYM-556774) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400-600. The Committee viewed the object in light of this and 

acknowledged the attractiveness of the distinctive bird design and the detailing of the item. 

However, it was felt to be too incomplete to justify a price above the lower-end of the valuer’s 

suggested range. The Committee recommended £400. Hull Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Early Medieval  

 

8. 16.11 Early Medieval strap-end from Ystradfelltee Community, Powys 

The provisional valuer suggested £150-200. The Committee examined the strap-end in light of this 

noted that another comparison piece had been valued by the Committee at £80 in 2012. Taking this 

into account, alongside the parallels provided by the valuer, both of which failed to reach the 

lower-end of the valuer’s suggested range for the subject piece, the Committee recommended 

£120. National Museum of Wales hopes to acquire. 

 

9. 2017 T914 Early Medieval silver ingot from Terrington, North Yorkshire (SWYOR-

F740C5) 

The provisional valuer suggested £235. The Committee inspected the ingot in light of this and 

observed that the calculations made by the provisional valuer made his suggested consistent with 

the values assigned to similar items in the past by the Committee. In agreement with the 

provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £235. York Museum Trust hopes to acquire. 

 

10. 2018 T356 Early Medieval silver ingots (3) from Skirpenbeck, East Riding of Yorkshire  

(YORYM-9526A2) 

The provisional valuer suggested £256. The Committee viewed the ingots in light of this, noting 

that it had valued many similar pieces over the years. It found the valuer’s calculations to be sound 

and to produce a result consistent with previous valuations by the Committee. In agreement with 

the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £256. East Riding of Yorkshire Museum 

Service hopes to acquire. 

 

11. 2018 T370 Early Medieval knife fragment with silver mount from Haxey, North 

Lincolnshire (NLM-E6BF36) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200-300. The Committee examined the object in light of this 

and took account of the substantial size, but fragmentary state of the piece. In agreement with the 

provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £250. North Lincolnshire Museum hopes to 

acquire. 

 

12. 2018 T369 Early Medieval gold coin pendant from South Cambridgeshire District Area  

(CAM-9287C0) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,200-1,400. The Committee viewed the coin pendant in light of 

this and found the valuer’s logic to be sound. In agreement with the lower end of the valuer’s 

suggested range, the Committee recommended £1250. The Fitzwilliam Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

13. 2018 T183 Early Medieval figurine from Oxborough, Norfolk (NMS-D6704B) 
The provisional valuer suggested £5,000-7,000. The Committee examined the figurine in light of 

this, noting that it was a rare piece. It felt that of the valuer’s parallels, the ‘Viking gilt-bronze 

goddess Freyja pendant’ was the closest and most relevant, and that the Oxborough figurine had 

slightly more appeal. In agreement with the lower end of the valuer’s suggested range, the 

Committee recommended £5,000. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

[Harry Bain left the room] 

 

14. 2017 T232 Early Medieval silver hooked tag from Blandford Area, Dorset (DOR-FF8039) 

The provisional valuer suggested £40-60. The museum has submitted comments on the provisional 

valuation. The Committee took account of this as it viewed the hooked tag. The Committee 

observed that the fragmentary nature of the piece meant that it would have limited commercial 

appeal. In agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £40. Dorset County Museum 

hopes to acquire 

 

[Harry Bain re-entered the room] 

 





24. 2016 T962 Medieval silver-gilt crucifix pendant from Bruton, Somerset (SOM-C31E15) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150-200. The Committee inspected the pendant in light of this 

and found it to be an attractive piece, though unfortunately slightly damaged and missing its 

suspension loop. In agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £175. Somerset 

Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

25. 16.29 Medieval gold finger-ring from Llanbadoc Community, Monmouthshire  

The provisional valuer suggested £1,600-1,800. The Committee viewed the finger-ring in light of 

this and felt that the valuer’s report was sensible and well-supported. The Committee observed that 

the ring was wearable and featured an interesting gemstone. In agreement with the provisional 

valuer, it recommended £1,700. National Museum of Wales hopes to acquire. 

 

26. 2018 T345 Medieval silver brooch from Eden Valley, Cumbria (LANCUM-2C1927) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50-60. The finder submitted comments on the provisional 

valuation which he felt was too low. The Committee took account of this as it viewed the brooch. It 

accepted that the brooch was unusual in its teardrop shape, and felt that the parallels cited by the 

valuer were for items that were less attractive, and so the likely value would be higher than 

suggested. The Committee explained to the finder, however, that such brooches of this type were 

not unheard of, and cited a recently discovered example seen by one of the members. The 

Committee recommended £100. Eden Valley Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

27. 2018 T397 Medieval silver seal matrix from Wincanton, Somerset (SUR-36D8C9) 

The provisional valuer suggested £4,000. The finder submitted comments on the provisional 

valuation which he felt was too low. The Committee took account of this as it viewed the seal 

matrix. The Committee noted that the valuer had demonstrated in his valuation that he was aware 

of the association of this item with a named individual from the earlier 14
th

 century and so he 

appreciated its historical significance. The valuer also acknowledged the attraction of the engraved 

intaglio, however the Committee felt that overall his suggestion was on the conservative side, and 

that the piece was impressive enough to demand a higher sum on the open market. The Committee 

recommended £4,500. The Museum of Somerset hopes to acquire. 

 

Post-Medieval 

 

28. 2018 T392 Post-Medieval silver cufflink element from Haxey, North Lincolnshire (NLM-

6A2CAE) 

The provisional valuer suggested £15-20. The Committee viewed the item in light of this, noting 

that it was in poor condition. It felt the value was overestimated, and recommended £10. North 

Lincolnshire Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

29. 2017 T242 Post-Medieval silver-gilt dress hook from Near Storrington, West Sussex 

(SUSS-6884F4) 

The provisional valuer suggested £20-30. The Committee inspected the dress hook in light of this 

and acknowledged the damage, but felt it was a fairly attractive piece nonetheless, and 

recommended £35. Horsham Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

30. 16.09 Post-Medieval silver gilt dress hook from Llanfair Community, Vale of Glamorgan  

The provisional valuer suggested £40-60. The Committee examined the dress hook in light of this 

and, taking account of its large size and impressive appearance, agreed with the provisional valuer 

and recommended £60. Cowbridge & District Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

31. 16.25 Post-Medieval silver seal-matrix from Llanfair Dyffryn Clwyd Community, 

Denbighshire  

The provisional valuer suggested £75. The Committee viewed the seal matrix in light of this and 

observed that this piece might present some interest to the specialist collector. In agreement with 

the provisional valuer, it recommended £75. Denbighshire Museum Service hopes to acquire. 

 

32. 2017 T993 Post-Medieval silver mount from Slapton, Buckinghamshire (BUC-303AD7) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100-150. The Committee viewed the mount in light of this. It 

acknowledged that it was a rare piece and that precise parallels were difficult to find, but noted that 

the it presented a complete portrait. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee 

recommended £125. Buckinghamshire County Museum hopes to acquire. 

 



33. 16.19 Post-Medieval silver thimble from Llancarfan Community, Vale of Glamorgan 

The provisional valuer suggested £120-170. The Committee examined the thimble in light of this 

and felt that the lower end of the valuer’s suggested range adequately accounted for the item’s 

level of appeal. The Committee recommended £120. National Museum Wales hopes to acquire. 

 

34. 16.06 Post-Medieval silver-gilt finger-ring from Welsh St Donats Community, Vale of 

Glamorgan  

The provisional valuer suggested £400-500. The Committee inspected the finger-ring in light of 

this. It commented on the large size of the ring, but noted the wear it had endured, and commented 

that the religious inscription would not have quite the same appeal to collectors as would a 

romantic one. In agreement with the lower end of the valuer’s suggested range, the Committee 

recommended £400. National Museum Wales hopes to acquire. 

 

35. 2017 T624 Post-Medieval gold finger-ring from Puddletown, Dorset (DOR-4CEC5A) 
The provisional valuer suggested £900-1,000. The Committee viewed the finger-ring in light of 

this. It commented on the attractive garnet gemstone and the wearability and overall appealing 

nature of the ring, which it felt to be undervalued. The Committee recommended £1,250. Dorset 

County Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

36. 2017 T896 Post-Medieval gold and silver pin from Shelton, Nottinghamshire (DENO-

B87E85) – 2
nd

 viewing 
The provisional valuer suggested £100-150. The Committee had seen the pin at its meeting of 23

rd
 

January 2019 and recommended £70. The finder submitted a challenge to the recommended 

valuation which he felt was too low. The Committee took this into account as it viewed the pin 

again. It felt that the finder made relevant points in his submission, and noted that the earlier 

examples it had cited as comparable were silver-gilt. The Committee recommended £125. Newark 

Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

37. 2017 T941 Post-Medieval gold finger-ring from West Orchard, Dorset (DOR-75D2A7) – 

2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £600-800. The Committee saw the ring at its meeting of 23
rd

 

January 2019 and recommended £500. The finder submitted a challenge to the recommended 

valuation, including a letter from a dealer. The Committee took account of this as it viewed the 

finger-ring again. The Committee was unfamiliar with the particular dealer  

) whom had made an offer to the finder and without supplying any rationale for the price 

he suggested, or examples of other items of similar appeal, it was difficult for the Committee to 

place much weight in this submission. The Committee referred the finder to its advice on 

valuations found on the internet (https://finds.org.uk/treasure/advice/definition-of-value ) 

specifically point #5 under the ‘Key Criteria’. The Committee therefore maintained its original 

valuation, and confirmed a recommendation of £500. Dorset County Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

38. 2017 T842 Post-Medieval gold finger-ring from Church Eaton, Staffordshire (WMID-

D0544E) – 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £600-700. The Committee saw the finger-ring at its meeting of 

23
rd

 January 2019 and recommended £700. The finder submitted a challenge to the recommended 

valuation, which he felt was too low, along with an auction estimate (£1500-£2000) from  

. The valuer provided an updated valuation (for the same range as above) 

correcting some points raised by the finder. 

 

The Committee took account of all of the above as it viewed the ring again. It noted the finder’s 

continued disappointment with the comparanda provided by the provisional valuer; it pointed out 

that although the rings sold at Wolley and Wallis on 28 April 2016 were described by the auction 

website as ‘18
th
 century’, they were in fact 17

th
 century in date – Lot 1284 was inscribed with ‘97’ 

(i.e. 1697) and Lot 1283 was inscribed ‘82’ (i.e. 1682). The third ring cited by the valuer, sold at 

Potbury Auctionrooms in November 2018, was dated to 1700. Therefore the Committee 

maintained that these examples were relevant parallels in this case. Furthermore, it had not ignored 

the parallels from Timeline Auctions cited by the finder, but explained that they illustrated the 

range in prices that rings of this type might achieve in certain circumstances. Two of these rings 

retained their enamelling, which added to their attraction, and one named a historic person (Robert 

Cotton) which also added to its appeal. All three were quoted at prices inclusive of auction 

premium, which is over and above the auction hammer price, the figure the Committee equates to 

market value.  



The submission from  was observed to be based on images rather than an 

examination in person by the valuer, and it did not supply any rationale for its suggested valuation 

range. Without the provision of any parallels, the Committee could not see the logic in  

estimated price.  

 

Finally, the Committee reminded the finder that its suggested figure was not an ‘offer’ to be 

accepted or declined by him, rather, it was a recommendation to the Secretary of State on the value 

of the find, to be used to pay a reward to the finder and the landowner.  Committee maintained its 

previous recommendation, and confirmed a price of £700.  

 

The Potteries Museum & Art Gallery hopes to acquire.  

 

Item 3: COINS 

 

Iron Age 

 

39. 2018 T227 Iron Age coin hoard (2) from Sturminster Marshall, Essex (DOR-8DDD79) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120. The Committee viewed the coins in light of this and felt 

that the suggested price was slightly too high, given the condition of the pieces. It recommended 

£100. Priest’s House Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

40. 2017 T1021 Iron Age gold coin hoard (2) from Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire (BH-

E90DFA) – 3
rd

 viewing  

The provisional valuation suggested £3,400-3,600. The Committee saw the coin hoard at its 

meeting of 23
rd

 January 2019 but deferred a decision while it considered the relevance of the sale 

of a similar coin by  on the value of the coins in question. It now considered the case 

again, and observed that another coin of similar type had since been sold by auctioneers DNW (20 

February 2019, Lot 166) for £6,000. In light of this, the Committee felt that the provisional 

valuation was far too low, and that coin No.1 was worth more than the £2,200 assigned by the 

valuer. The Committee recommended £5,000 for the group. Buckinghamshire County Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

Roman 

 

41. 2018 T145 Roman coin hoard (2) from Wath, Rotherham (SWYOR-271754) 
The provisional valuer suggested £70-100. The Committee examined the small hoard in light of 

this and felt that it was too generous and too much value attributed to their being contemporary 

copies. The Committee recommended £50. Rotherham Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Early Medieval 

 

42. 2018 T98 Early Medieval coin hoard (2) from Willerby, North Yorkshire (SWYOR-

A9F361) 
The provisional valuer suggested £100-120. The Committee inspected the coins in light of this and 

in agreement with the upper end of the valuer’s suggested range, recommended £120. York 

Museums Trust hopes to acquire. 

 

43. 2017 T863 Early Medieval silver coin from near Mildenhall, Suffolk (SF-FCA529) 
The provisional valuer suggested £450-500. The Committee viewed the coin in light of this and felt 

that the valuer’s report was well-supported with relevant parallels. In agreement with the lower end 

of the valuer’s suggested range, the Committee recommended £450. Norwich Castle Museum 

hopes to acquire. 

 

44. 2017 T689 Early Medieval coin hoard (37) from Wharton, Cumbria (LANCUM-

1A7BCA) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,100-1,300. The Committee inspected the coin hoard in light of 
this and noted that the coins were worth on average £30 each. In agreement with the provisional 

valuer, it recommended £1,200. Eden Valley Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

45. 2017 T762 Early Medieval coin hoard (2) from Bere Regis, Dorset (DOR-6CB45E) 



The provisional valuer suggested £2,220. The Committee examined the coins in light of this and 

commented on the attractiveness of the coins, especially Coin 2, which only suffered from some 

slight distortion. It felt that the provisional valuer’s estimate could be increased slightly, and 

recommended £2,500. Dorset County Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

Early-Medieval 
 

46. 2017 T929 Early Medieval gold coin pendant from Hoo St Werburgh, Kent (KENT-

5E6A92) – 4
th

 viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £12,000-15,000. The second provisional valuation suggested 

£8,000-12,000. The finder and acquiring museum had supplied comments on the provisional 

valuation and nature of the construction of the piece. The Committee last saw the item at its 

meeting of 23
rd

 January 2019 when it deferred making a recommendation to allow time for a 

discussion with all of its numismatic members. 

 

The Committee considered the case again at this meeting, taking account of all of the supplied 

information. It noted that the museum believed the item to be a die-struck coin converted into a 

pendant, though to the Committee it appeared to be cast as an imitation, echoing a possibility 

raised by the valuers . The Committee chose to view the matter as open to debate, 

but accepted that in either case the coin was certainly rare and so this item would appeal to 

collectors.   

 

The Committee found the revised valuation submitted by  to be well-argued and 

convincing. This was in contrast to the finder’s submission which enclosed a screenshot of a coin 

featured on BBC South East on 14/1/19, but without any context or background to explain where 

the estimated £50,000 auction price came from, the Committee found it impossible to attach any 

weight to this submission. 

 

Having considered the case in detail the Committee recommended £10,000. The British Museum 

hopes to acquire.  

 
Medieval 

 

47. 2017 T822 Medieval silver coin (coin #5 only) Lyddington, Rutland (NARC-24267F) 
The provisional valuer suggested £5. The Committee viewed the coin in light of this and concurred 

with the assessment of the valuer, that the coin had been misidentified as a gold bolognino, but was 

in fact base silver and damaged.  In agreement with the valuer, the Committee recommended £5. 

The British Museum hopes to acquire. 

 

48. 17.10 Medieval coin hoard from Bronington, Wrexham  
The provisional valuer suggested £2,720-3,160. The Committee inspected the hoard in light of this. 

As the valuer noted, the gold noble represented the majority of the value in the hoard, with most of 

the rest of the coins being of a much lower, equal value.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, 

the Committee recommended £3,000. Wrexham Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

Post-Medieval 

 

49. 2017 T690 Post-Medieval coin hoard from Sturminster Marshall, Dorset (DOR-

623DA7) 
The provisional valuer suggested £125. The Committee examined the coin hoard in light of this. It 

found the provisional valuation to be well-supported with relevant evidence from the market, and 

in agreement with the valuer, recommended £125. Priests’ House Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

50. 2018 T818 Post-Medieval coin hoard from Buxton, Staffordshire (DENO-3860C7) 
The provisional valuer suggested £230-260. The Committee viewed the small coin hoard  in light 

of this and found the valuer’s estimate to be accurate. In agreement with him, the Committee 

recommended £250. Buxton Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

51. 2018 T238 Post-Medieval coin hoard from Mapledurwell, Hampshire (HAMP-

8B9913) 



The provisional valuer suggested £14,500-15,500. The Committee examined the coin hoard in light 

of this. It noted that the valuer had paid close attention to the grading of each of the coins and 

agreed with his statement on the impact of their condition on the value. It felt that he had 

accurately assessed their relative attraction and that the values he assigned were reasonable and 

supported by relevant evidence from recent auctions, especially the more interesting coins such as 

the Charles I shilling from the Aberystwyth mint. The Committee felt that the middle of the 

valuer’s suggested range was accurate, and that this would also account for the nominal value of 

the incomplete jug in which the coins had originally been hidden. The Committee recommended 

£15,000. The British Museum hopes to acquire.  

 

Late addition: 

 

Medieval silver-gilt finger ring from Isle of Man 

The provisional valuer suggested £300. The Committee considered the ring in light of this and 

observed that it was a fairly standard type. In agreement with the provisional valuer, it 

recommended £300.  

 

 

 

 

Item 4: ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 

Managing provisional valuation expenses 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

  

 

Review of the Treasure Act Code of Practice 

 
presented an overview of the background and scope of the Consultation document, 

and the timeframe for the rest of the Consultation. She explained that responses are due by the 30
th

 

of April 2019, and the government will hope to issue a response by the end of the year.  

 

The Committee welcomed the Consultation and Review, pointing out that much had changed since 

the time of the last full review (in 2002), not least in the sheer volume of material that was now 

being reported. The Committee felt that it would be best to give a joint response, and felt that it 

needed another meeting in which to discuss the matter and frame the response. The next scheduled 

Committee meeting is for 15
th
 May 2019, after the closing date for responses, so the Committee 

will schedule an extraordinary meeting in the next few weeks. Members are also welcome to give 

individual responses. 

 

 

Report from Scottish Archaeological Finds Allocation Panel (SAFAP) meeting in Edinburgh 
The Treasure Secretariat gave a brief account of its recent trips to see colleagues in the Treasure 

Trove Unit in Scotland, as well as to a SAFAP meeting, where a number of objects were valued 

and allocated to museums.  



 

Similarities and differences between the two systems were discussed, and the Committee was 

interested to hear that in the recent past, one SAFAP meeting per year was held outside of 

Edinburgh and members of the local archaeological, museum and detectorist communities were 

invited to meet the panel members and discuss various issues before the meeting started.  

 

Item 5: Next Meeting – Wednesday, 15
th

 May 2019 
 

 



Extraordinary meeting on Thursday or Friday morning  next week? 

Provisional valuations: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




